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Word Count = 315

“Everyone in this story was hungry.
The three Billy Goats Gruff wanted to cross 
over a bridge to eat some delicious grass.
But an ugly, hungry troll lived under the bridge. 

How could they cross over the bridge?”

•   Focus on contractions:  I'm  It's  don't  Who's  He's

•  Develop visual discrimination:  cross/across/crossed

•   Notice punctuation, including direct speech.

•   Locate suffixes throughout text:  – – –er  ing  ed 

•   Discuss use of  instead of  before a vowel.an a

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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          The three Billy Goats Gruff
      .were looking for food
            They stopped by a deep river  

        .with a bridge over it
          They saw some delicious grass

    .across the river
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            .  An ugly troll lived under the bridge
          The hungry goats wanted to cross
  ,         the bridge but they were all

      .  frightened of the troll
      ,  !He was very hungry too
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Enjoyed the preview? 
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